Abstract--Most of the existing database query optimization techniques are designed to target traditional database systems with one-dimensional optimization objectives. These techniques usually aim to reduce either the query response time or the I/O cost of a query. Evidently, these optimization algorithms are not suitable for cloud database systems because they are provided to users as on-demand services which charge for their usage. In this case, users will take both query response time and monetary cost paid to the cloud service providers into consideration for selecting a database system product. Thus, query optimization for cloud database systems needs to target reducing monetary cost in addition to query response time. This means that query optimization has multiple objectives which are more challenging than one-dimensional objectives found in traditional paradigms. Similar problems exist when incorporating query re-optimization into the query execution process to obtain more accurate, multi-objective cost estimates. This paper presents a query optimization method that achieves two goals: 1) identifying a query execution plan that satisfies the multiple objectives provided by the user and 2) reducing the costs of running the query execution plan by performing adaptive query re-optimization during query execution. The experimental results show that the proposed method can save either the time cost or the monetary cost based on the type of queries.
INTRODUCTION
Query optimization on a cloud database differs from optimization on a traditional distributed database for several reasons. First, a cloud database is provided to the user via a leasing service with several options of payment [5] . The user would need to take the monetary cost paid to the cloud service provider for query processing into consideration on top of the query response time. While in traditional database query optimization, the monetary cost is usually negligible because the infrastructure configuration is fixed and the monetary cost is paid up-front. Thus, in the usage of a cloud database system, the user can provide both the query response time limit and monetary budget of a query, which are defined as User Constraints. Query optimization becomes multi-objective to satisfy multiple user constraints [5] . Secondly, a cloud database is elastic. Cloud service providers provide a finite pool of virtualized on-demand resources [11] . Similarly, users can decide the number and types of containers on which they would like to run their queries, and they can change the combination of container types over time. If users select more containers or more powerful containers, the time cost of the query execution may decrease, but the monetary cost may increase. That is, the time cost often contradicts the monetary cost. Query optimization on cloud databases should balance both time and monetary cost so that the users can obtain the result of the query with all the user constraints are satisfied. So, cloud database systems are responsible for providing the users with a feasible query optimization solution to deliver the query results that satisfy the user constraints as well as minimize the multiple costs of query execution. Besides that, the time and monetary costs needed to execute a query are estimated based on the data statistics that the query optimizer has available when the query optimization is performed. These statistics are often not accurate, which may result in inaccurate estimates for the time and monetary costs needed to execute the query [2] . Thus, the query execution plan (QEP) generated before the query is executed may not be the best one. Adaptively optimizing the QEP during the query execution to employ more accurate statistics will yield better QEP selection, and thus will improve query performance. There are some existing techniques that address part of these issues, which is that the selected QEP is suboptimal ( [1] [20] ). However, they did not optimize queries based on both time and monetary costs and did not take adaptive optimization into consideration.
Optimizing a query on a cloud database environment requires an important consideration. Since the query will be executed on multiple nodes, one must consider how to allocate computational resources optimally, as there are an infinite number of workload/node combinations. However, not all the allocation solutions are feasible. Users will have query constraints, and resource allocation will strongly influence performance. Thus, optimal resource allocation becomes a problem, known simply as the scheduling problem [16] [17] . The scheduling algorithm is also applied to resource allocation on cloud systems [9] . Besides that, good data statistics are critical to deriving a good schedule. They will affect the overall performance of query execution, as a sub-optimal query execution schedule will be produced by the optimizer if data statistics are erroneous. An effective schedule is based on accurate cost calculations of the tasks to be scheduled. It would be beneficial if we could use the actual runtime query statistics instead of their estimates in the query optimization process. This is because estimates may not be as accurate as the actual running statistics. However, existing techniques either focus on optimizing queries based only on time, which is not sufficient for cloud database environments [2] [22] .
In this paper, we present an approach that adaptively optimizes queries based on query execution time and monetary costs. This approach will first generate multiple QEPs with different time and monetary costs. Each QEP is assigned a score using the Normalized Weighted Sum Algorithm (NWSA) based on its time and monetary cost estimation [20] . By using the NWSA model, a QEP that satisfies both the user constraints of time and monetary costs can be easily found. The estimated execution time and monetary cost of each QEP are normalized using user-defined maximum values for each objective. The score is the accumulation of these normalized value. The QEP with the lowest score is then selected and will be executed stage by stage. After a stage is executed, the statistics will be updated and used to re-optimize the remaining stages until all stages are executed and the query is finished. The procedure is captured in Fig. 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III formulates the query execution plan optimization problem. Section IV presents the proposed adaptive query optimization method. Section V presents the experimental results comparing our approach with the case when no adaptive query optimization is employed. Finally, Section V provides the conclusions and future research.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Adaptive query optimization
There are existing query optimization techniques that adopt re-optimization during execution ( [2] [6] [19] ). Bruno et al. [2] have proposed a query optimization method during query execution. The query execution is paused for multiple times at points defined by the re-optimization policy. At each of the points, a new estimation of the cost to execute the remaining query parts is made with the statistics collected from the finished parts of the query. The unexecuted parts of the query are adjusted with the new estimation. The adjusted query applies more accurate estimations, improving query performance. Costa et al. [6] proposed an adaptive optimization algorithm which dynamically adjusts the number of nodes. First, the optimizer estimates the finishing time of the current query periodically. Whenever the optimizer detects that the finishing time violates the service level agreement (SLA)-which is an agreement between the user and cloud provider-the query will be reoptimized and one new computational node will be added to participate in query execution. Otherwise, the query continues to be executed. Liu et al. [19] have proposed a method that enables queries to be re-optimized by runtime conditions. The reoptimization is incremental, meaning it does not require the whole query to be generated from the beginning. The executed part of the QEP will be pruned from the search space and a new QEP will be generated based on the unfinished part of the old one. This new QEP will be added to the search space and the algorithm will find the optimal QEP from the new search space. This will significantly reduce the overhead of doing reoptimization. These existing approaches ( [2] [6] [19] ) optimize the QEP adaptively, but the objective is only based on the query response time, while our work is aimed at both the query response time and monetary cost.
B. Multi-objective query optimization
Some existing techniques optimize the query execution plan not only based on query response time but also based on other costs of executing the query ( [1] [5] [7] ). Kllapi et al. [1] have proposed a method that can schedule any dataflow on a set of containers to form one (or more) schedule(s). This means the estimation of time and monetary cost of executing this schedule will satisfy multi-user constraints. This algorithm assumes that the dataflow is available in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) format, and the cost estimation is done by running each query operator in an isolation environment. After that, a greedy algorithm is used to assign the operator to the containers. One or more schedule generic algorithms are used to optimize this assignment to find which satisfies the user constraints. This Figure 1 . The query re-optimization procedure approach solves the multi-objective optimization problem, but it completes the optimization before the query execution and does not re-optimize the query execution plan during execution. Karampaglis, Z. et al. [5] have proposed a more accurate cost model to measure both query execution time and monetary cost. By using this cost model, the costs are calculated based on the DAG after the query has been compiled. These costs guide the query optimizer to allocate different query operators to different VMs for execution. D.Stamatakis and O.Papaemmanouil [7] have proposed a framework that models cloud resource allocation for multiple queries to meet the multi-objectives specified in the service level agreement (SLA). This framework offers a new grammar for the specification of performance criteria and performance models through which developers can explore factors affecting data processing efficiency. However, resource allocation is provided by the developers and is evaluated to find a SLA satisfying the allocation. There is no explicit optimization method to adjust the allocation and the allocation only depends on the input of the developers.
III. QUERY EXECUTION PLAN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
FORMULATION
In this paper, we propose a method that extends the query optimization techniques presented in [1] [2] . The method in [1] applies query re-optimization but considers only time while the method in [2] considers both time and monetary costs but does not employ query re-optimization. We combine the advantages of both. Our method is aimed to: (i) find a query execution plan which satisfies the user constraints, and (ii) reduce either the time cost or the monetary cost to execute a query. In our model, a QEP consists of a series of operators and these operators are divided into groups based on their dependencies and characteristics. The operators that can be executed on one container will be grouped together in one group which is called a Stage. Fig. 2 shows an example of a DAG generated by the query optimizer for the following query:
In this figure, TS, SOR, FIL and AGG stand for TableScan, Sort, Filter and Aggregate operators respectively. The subscripts distinguish the same operator that is executed in parallel on different data. And the arrows denote the dependencies between different operators. For example, AGG operators must wait for its previous operator, FIL to be finished.
A query execution schedule can be used to define the allocation of operators and containers, as well as the starting and ending time of execution. This kind of schedule is modeled as
where assign denotes an assignment of an operator to a container. denotes the operator op in the i-th optimization; denotes the container j; tstart and tend denote the start and ending timestamps of the operator. The cost of a schedule is defined as
which is a two-dimensional variable describing the amounts of time and money for the execution of a QEP. Similarly, the constraint = , is also a twodimensional variable which describes the time and money cost requirements for the execution of a QEP. We say that ( ) if the costs of a schedule is equal to or less than the user constraints on every dimension. Similarly, ( ) ( ) denotes if both time and monetary costs of Schedule A are less than the time and monetary costs of Schedule B.
We make the following assumptions: The containers are heterogeneous, i.e. containers have different CPU processing power and leasing price. The cost of a schedule will be varied as each schedule operator will be assigned to a different container and each container has a different CPU capacity and container configuration. If the accumulative CPU usage of all the operators in one container exceeds the capacity of the container, the estimated execution time of these operators will be multiplied by the CPU usage. Thus, the time of each schedule will be different depending on the container assignment. The monetary cost of the schedule will be changed accordingly. To find a schedule that satisfies the user constraints, a search optimization algorithm is needed which we will describe in the next section.
IV. ADAPTIVE QUERY EXECUTION OPTIMIZATION
In our proposed method, a regular query optimizer first generates an initial QEP. Then this QEP will be divided into stages and executed by the execution engine stage by stage. After finishing each stage, the data statistics will be updated. These statistics include the cardinality, selectivity, max and min values for each attribute in each database table. By updating these statistics, the estimation of the resulting data size used in the next stages will be updated accordingly. The rest of the stages in the QEP are also sent to the query optimizer for reoptimization using the updated statistics. Three things are required to be submitted to the system by the user: the query, the Figure 2 . QEP is divided into different stages after being compiled from the query time constraint, and the monetary cost constraint. Our adaptive optimization algorithm (AOPT) presented in Algorithm 1 is the main framework which gives an overview of how the query is processed. Algorithm 1 will call Algorithms 2 and 3. Algorithm 2 describes how the containers are assigned to execute the QEP and Algorithm 3 describes how each schedule is optimized individually.
As we can see in Algorithm 1, the user submits a query and the time and monetary cost constraints for finishing the query. In Line 1, the query is compiled into a query optimizer tree. This tree contains all the physical operators needed to process the query. Line 2 shows that these operators are grouped into different stages. The operators that do not required the results from their previous operators can be grouped together. In Line 3, the Optimizer_Tree is processed one stage at a time. Fig. 3 .
After the stages are formed, the first operator TableScan will be executed on 3 data partitions in parallel on 3 different
Algorithm 1: ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION (AOPT)
DESCRIPTION:
This is the main query processing algorithm which includes query optimization, query re-optimization, and query execution.
INPUT:
Sql: query. CONS: two-dimensional variable containing time and money constraints. C: a set of containers each of which has the percentage of the current CPU usage and the network bandwidth. P: unit price of leasing one container. Minimum value: a loop control parameter. Iteration-limit: a pre-defined variable.
OUTPUT:
Result: the result of the query.
1. Ops <-compile query Sql to get its set of compilergenerated operators 2. Optimizer-Tree <-generate a multi-staged optimizer tree from the set of operators Ops 3. for each stage in the multi-staged Optimizer-Tree 4.
G <-map the stage in Optimizer-Tree to form a dataflow graph 5.
Initial-Schedule <-call function DISPATCH(G, C, CONS) to assign operators to containers to form the initial schedule 6.
Optimized-Schedule <-call function OPTIMIZE(Initial-schedule, CONS, Minimum value, Iteration-limit, P) to find the optimized schedule for the initial schedule 7.
Result <-execute the current stage of OptimizedSchedule 8.
Optimizer-Tree <-Eliminate the finished operators from the Optimizer-Tree 9.
Update constraints and data statistics 10. end for 11. return Result containers and the allocation of containers is decided by the Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, the execution time of each operator executed on each container is first estimated. Then, from Line 6 to Line 9, a set of candidate containers are found for the next operator that has no dependencies. These candidate containers are the ones that the operation execution time estimate satisfies the user time constraint. From Line 13 to 19, this operator will be assigned to the container which has the shortest estimation time. This assignment is then added to the schedule with its current timestamp as the starting time. where Assign( ,c1,0,75) means the sort operator is assigned to be executed on the container 1, the estimated starting time is 0 and the estimated ending time is 75. This initial schedule may not meet the constraints, so it will then be optimized by the simulation annealing algorithm [5] After the completion of a stage, the statistics are updated with the new statistics collected from the finished stage. The user's constraints will be adjusted to reflect the remaining constraints for the unfinished stages. Each new constraint is computed as follows: Then we update the operators in the unfinished stages with the new statistics gathered from the completed stages. For example, the actual data size after executing the FIL operators in Stage 1 is lower than the estimated data size before the query is executed. Then, the number of containers needed to execute the AGG operator in Stage 2 is reduced accordingly; otherwise, the number of containers used in Stage 2 is not updated and there will be some wasted containers. In our example, the number of containers needed to execute Stage 2 is reduced from 2 to 1. Thus, the total monetary cost is reduced. Using the same procedure, this AGG operator will still be sent to the scheduler to be optimized and executed.
Algorithm 2: DISPATCH [1]
DESCRIPTION:
This algorithm assigns containers to the stages of QEP.
INPUT:
G: the dataflow graph. C: a set of containers. CONS: two-dimensional variable containing time and money constraints. OUTPUT: SG: Schedule with assignment of operators to container.
1. SG. assigns <-Ф 2. ready <-{operators in G has no dependencies} 3. for all operators in dataflow graph G 4. estimation_duration <-{estimate execution time of each operator} 5. end for 6. while ready != Ф do 7.
n <-{Next operator to assign} 8.
Candidates <-{containers that assignment of n 9.
satisfy CONS} 10.
if candidates = Ф then 11.
return ERROR 12.
else 13.
C <-{the container which has minimum time cost if this operator run on this container} 14.
assign(n,C) 15.
ready <-ready -{n} 16.
ready For this partial query, the monetary cost is halved. This will benefit the total time cost as well as the monetary cost of the whole query execution plan. Such savings are substantial considering the high number of queries issued in many realworld applications.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
A. Dataset and Configuration
We used 10 virtual machines to simulate the cloud environment. Each virtual machine had a 3.0Ghz single CPU and 2GB of RAM. A virtual machine is defined the same as the containers mentioned in the previous section.
A synthetic dataset was used and the maximum data size in the experiment is 1.9TB. One database table named PATIENT with the attributes pid, patient_firtname, patient_lastname, birthday, and heart_rate is populated with varied volumes of randomly generated data. Two different types of queries were executed on this table to test the impacts of query types on the performance of our algorithm. In the first query type, the query operator changed after reoptimization. In the second query type, the number of containers used to execute a query changed after reoptimization. These two types of queries are adopted from [2] . For each set of experiments, we ran 30 different query instances of the same type on each data size and averaged out the query response time and monetary costs.
B. The Impact of Data Size on Different Degrees of Parallelism
We hypothesize that query re-optimization is able to reduce the degree of parallelism of a query execution plan. This means the query response time and monetary cost will be reduced as fewer computational nodes are planned to be used.
The example Query 1 given below was executed to test whether the time cost or monetary cost will be affected by the query execution plan's degree of parallelism [2] . This is because the number of containers used in the query execution will be influenced. In this query there are sub-queries that select data from different partitions of the table and are executed in parallel, so there is a high degree of parallelism in this query.
Query 1: SELECT pid,RecursiveUDA(hr) AS sb FROM (SELECT pid, hr, FROM patient_1 UNION
Algorithm 3: OPTIMIZE (OPT) DESCRIPTION:
This algorithm optimizes a schedule using Simulation Annealing [8] .
INPUT:
Initial_schedule: a schedule to be optimized. Cons: a two-dimensional variable containing time and money constraints. Minimum value: a loop control parameter. Iteration_limit: a pre-defined variable. P: unit price of leasing one container.
OUTPUT:
SG: an optimized schedule with estimated time and money costs that satisfies the constraints 1. old_schedule <-Initial_schedule 2. old_cost <-GET_COST(old_schedule, P) 3. while T is greater than Minimum value 4. while i is less than Iteration_limit 5.
new_schedule <-{find a neighbor schedule of old_schedule} 6.
new_cost <-GET_COST(new_schedule, P) 7.
if new_cost dominates old_cost and new_cost satisfies Cons 8.
{add the new_schedule to the schedule space} 9.
old_schedule <-new_schedule else 10.
ap <-{calculate the acceptance probability with old_cost, new_cost and T} 11.
if ap is greater than a multi-dimension value 12.
in every dimension 13.
old_schedule We purposely made the size of the intermediate data of execution extremely small after the User Defined Function (UDF) was performed. We expect to see that if re-optimization is applied, the new intermediate data size used in the remaining stages will result in a change of containers used accordingly. (shown in Table I ). And evidently, the monetary cost will also change.
From Fig. 5 , we can see that the monetary cost of query execution has been reduced with the re-optimization. However, the query response time does not notably change, only within an 8% difference, while the query monetary cost is reduced over 40% on average. This is because the degree of parallelism is updated after each stage; if the degree of parallelism is small, we will schedule fewer containers for the rest of the QEP execution. Thus, the monetary cost is reduced. For example, when the data size is over 1,000 GB, the peak number of containers needed without re-optimization is 8 but this number is reduced to 2 with re-optimization. As 6 fewer containers are used in query execution, this saves monetary cost.
C. The Impact of Data Size on Different Physical Operators
In this experiment, we studied the impact of physical operators and the impact of different data sizes on these physical operators. Physical operators will be changed with different data statistics even with the same logical operators in the QEP. Similarly, if the QEP is not re-optimized, this change will not be detected before the query is actually executed and the statistics are updated. To reflect this change, we changed the type of the Join operator during the query execution. In this query, there is a Join of two subqueries. The data size of each subquery is unknown. We want to see how the physical operator of this Join will change depending on the data size of the subquery. So, we purposely made the data size of the right side of the Join operator small enough to fit in the cache. As a consequence, the Shuffle Join operator will be changed to the Broadcast Join operator for every query execution.
As seen from Fig. 6 , when the physical operator of Join was changed from Shuffle Join to Broadcast Join, the execution time was reduced. This is because the BroadCast Join is executed around 40% faster than Shuffle Join in this environment. The overall time cost using re-optimization has a rough 20% improvement average over no reoptimization. Also, as shown in Fig. 7 , the bigger the data size, the more time was saved with re-optimization as opposed to without re-optimization. This is despite the fact that both approaches will require more time for query execution. The results show that re-optimization is valuable for large data size. The monetary cost between the two approaches was close, with only a 4% difference as shown in Fig. 8 . This divergence in monetary cost occurs when some part of the query is executed on the containers with higher unit price after re-optimization.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, we proposed a method that adaptively optimizes a query execution plan to satisfy both the query response time and monetary cost objectives. A query is first converted to a multi-staged query execution plan. Then, after the completion of each stage, the query execution plan is adjusted with the new database statistics to reduce the time and monetary costs. This is done until all the stages are finished and the final query result is obtained. Our experimental results show that query re-optimization is able to improve either the time cost or the monetary cost depending on the type of queries to be executed. If the queries need a high degree of parallelism, then the monetary cost can be reduced (see Fig. 5 and Table I ). If the queries contain different Join physical operators after query reoptimization, then the time cost can be reduced.
Our results show that after query re-optimization, either the query response time or the monetary cost benefits from our algorithm. For executing queries using query re-optimization on different containers like Query 1 in Section IV, the query response time is 20% less than the query response time without re-optimization. Although, the monetary cost before and after reoptimization remains similar, with only a 5% difference. For queries that have operators changed during query reoptimization like Query 2 in Section IV, the monetary cost is roughly four times less than without using re-optimization, while the query response time is almost the same in both techniques.
As query re-optimization has notable overhead, we plan in our future work to develop methods for determining when to reoptimize. This is so we can avoid unnecessary re-optimization, that is, re-optimization that does not improve query execution costs. We plan to use machine learning algorithms to predict when to re-optimize queries so that the re-optimization will gain on time cost and/or monetary cost.
